
Sharing A Love of Health, Healing, and Well-being 
Through the Peace & Power of Yoga



The Black Yoga Teachers 
Alliance, Inc. (BYTA) — an 
emerging nonprofit organization 
— is a collective of black 
yoga teachers who share 
with themselves and their 
communities a love of health and 
well-being. BYTA has become 
an institutionalized voice in 
the broader yoga community 
to elevate the presence of black 
yoga teachers and practitioners 
in the yoga world.

BYTA’s Vision



BYTA provides high-quality programs and services to support the educational and professional development 
of yoga teachers by establishing standards of excellence for teaching and practicing yoga; by providing business 
and social networks for yoga teachers throughout the U.S. and the world; by serving as a catalyst to connect yoga 
teachers with opportunities to train, teach and travel; and, by reaching out to communities and sharing with 
them the peace and power of yoga.

 BYTA’s Programs and Services 



One of BYTA’s major desired outcomes is to help close the “diversity gap” in yoga. BYTA has assembled a critical 
mass of black yoga teachers who will support one another; help to increase the number of black yoga teachers 
serving as role models for all groups; help to raise the awareness of the value added of a yoga practice in black 
communities; and will interject the voice and perspective of the black yoga teacher and practitioner in the yoga 
community.

BYTA’s Desired Outcomes



BYTA was founded in 2009 and 
received its tax-exempt nonprofit 
designation in 2016. 

BYTA first established an active 
digital presence with its website, 
social media and networking 
platforms. The BYTA Facebook 
group combined with our Twitter 
and Instagram followers, have far 
outreach to thousands more. The 
BYTA 2018 membership campaign 
led to a 48% increase in members. 
Membership is restricted to certified 
yoga teachers or those currently 
enrolled in a yoga teacher training 
program. 

BYTA’s Organizational History



BYTA launched with an inaugural conference in 2016 at the Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health. BYTA hosts 
conferences on a bi-annual schedule. 

BYTA also launched its first national initiative: Yoga As A Peace Practice (YPP). It is a curriculum designed to train 
yoga teachers, civic and social workers, and community members, to facilitate, create and introduce contemplative 
practices, rooted in the philosophical tenets of the niyamas, restorative and kriya yoga. The curriculum explains how 
to use culturally relevant themes and contemporary language to make the esoteric terminology of yoga accessible and 
meaningful to individuals and communities where trauma from violence exists.

The YPP pilot launch was May 2017 in Oakland CA, and was followed by a second training at Kripalu in July 
2017. The third event in 2018 was held at the Yogaville Satchidananda Ashram. BYTA has trained over 120 yoga 

BYTA’s Accomplishments



teachers and practitioners in Yoga As A 
Peace Practice. The initiative has gained 
momentum with an increase in requests for 
BYTA to bring YPP to communities across 
the U.S.

BYTA established its headquarters in 
Baltimore, MD in 2018. This location allows 
BYTA to strengthen its capacity to offer 
local and regional events along the northeast 
corridor and mid-Atlantic regions where a 
critical mass of black yoga teachers live and 
work. Future plans are to increase capacity in 
other U.S. cities and regions.

BYTA has partnered with other nonprofits, 
schools, businesses and individuals to 
offer scholarships for training, educational 
opportunities and discounts on goods and 
services to its members.

BYTA’s Accomplishments
(continued)



BYTA is fulfilling an unmet need 
that exists among black yoga 
teachers and in the yoga world 
to increase the diversity of those 
who teach and practice in the 
U.S. BYTA and its members have 
increased the accessibility of 
yoga in communities that have 
traditionally had limited or no 
access to the practice.

 BYTA’s Purpose



The keys to BYTA’s success are 
a committed and supportive 
membership; an organization that 
offers quality programs and activities 
to support the black yoga teacher and 
the communities of practice; and a 
broader yoga community committed to 
supporting BYTA financially through 
grants, contracts, and sponsorships. 

BYTA’s Keys to Success



With support, BYTA can better respond 
to requests for its programs and 
services and will increase its capacity 
to spread the power and peace of 
yoga. BYTA brings a strong voice that 
adds perspective and substance to the 
unfolding narrative and practice of yoga. 
We will continue to develop and grow 
the organizational structure, and build 
capacity and partnerships in the yoga 
community. 

BYTA’s Fundraising Goals



Black Yoga Teacher’s Alliance: Disseminating the Power & Peace of Yoga 

Inputs
Processes Services: 
Quality Programs & 

Activities*
Outputs Outcomes

How we will invest How we will execute What we will deliver What results we will see

Committed & supportive 
membership

Presence 
Enhancement

BYTA Members
Perspectives of black yoga teachers & 
practitioners honored by broader yoga 
community

Broader community support
Educational & Professional 
Development

Black yoga teacher collective
Black communities’ increased 
appreciation of the value of yoga

Funding Standards of Excellence BYTA social media followers
“Diversity Gap” in Western Yoga 
eliminated or closed

Business & Social 
Networking

 BYTA social media presence Power & Peace of Yoga disseminated

Yoga Sharing
Black yoga teachers 
participating in BYTA programs

Black yoga teachers as role 
models

Events, influences, or 
sponsorships in black 
communities

Partnerships, perspectives & 
views for the broader yoga 
community

Effective Organizational 
Structure Created Community, Support, & Excellence Generated Perceptions Shifted &

 Behaviors Changed

*Services: Quality Programs & Activities* (Business Processes)

Presence enhancement Elevating the presence of the black yoga teacher & practitioner in the yoga world.

Educational & professional 
development

Offering programs and educational opportunities for black yoga teachers to enhance their skills, 
knowledge & understanding (inclusive voice in the narrative that defines yoga practice)

Standards of Excellence
Creating guidelines for what constitutes an effective and ethical practice (inclusive voice in the 
narrative that defines yoga practice)

Business & Social Networking Creating opportunities for community building & resources sharing

Yoga Sharing
Disseminating the practice of yoga in all communities
Implementing initiatives for individual and community healing, renewal and wellbeing

BYTA’s logic model 
illustrates how BYTA 
translates inputs 
(resources) into 
outcomes (results). That 
is, to translate our vision 
and mission into action. 
This model outlines our 
theory of how we will 
create and deliver value. 
Our model highlights 
how we will be shifting 
yoga perspectives and 
changing behaviors. 

BYTA’s 
Logic model



In summary, BYTA is comprised of individuals who live across the U.S., and share diverse ethnic, cultural, socio-
economic and political views. BYTA welcomes a wide range of yoga lineages, styles, perspectives, approaches and 
paths, and embodies different sizes, shapes, and colors. Our over-arching goal is to disseminate widely the power 
of yoga and the peace it brings to individuals and communities. Our guiding principle is “ We Are One.” 

In Spirit We Are One




